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American flags wave over the estimated 2 million people who stood outside of the nation's capitol for the Inauguration of President Barack Obama Tuesday.

Blog follows
inauguration
Ashley Edwards
Editor-in-Chief

but DeCillo said the experience was still memorable.
"I was really in awe of how
A Murray State student and
everyone came together,"
staff member are still basking
DeCillo said. "You're in a city
in the excitement of Tuesday's
with 4 million other people
inauguration.
and we're all
Katie DeCillo,
about
"I was really in awe of excited
sophomore from
(Harack) Obarrul
and
how everyone came coming
Murray,
into
Shasta O'Neal,
office. It was
together."
administrative
like. 'wow. this
secretary
for
one man has had
- Katie DeCillo
media services,
Sophomore from Murray such an influ·
arrived in Washence on so many
people.'"
ington, D.C. Friday to cover
DeCillo said though she did
the inauguration events,
not vote for Obama, she is
which DeCillo blogged about
excited about the future of the
on Murray State's Web site.
country.
During their stay DeCillo
and O'Neal attended the Ken"I am very hopeful that he's
tucky on the Potomac and the
able to deliver all of the things
Kentucky Bluegrass Ball.
that he's promised our nation
"It was just unbelievable,
and I couldn't help but be
the number of people," DeCilexcited about this time for
lo said. " ...The excitement and
change for our country
because obviously we need
the moods are just so great
because everybody is just so
something," DeCillo said.
anxious about this new person
Shasta O'Neal said the expebeing in office."
rience was one she won't for- 1
DeCillo said at the Blue·
get.
grass Ball, she and O'Neal
"Being there, I got to see
were able to speak to Murray
history take place," O'Neal 1
said. "Being that he's the first I
State
alumnus
Brandon
black president, it was amazKirkham, who helped plan the
event.
ing to be there to see it take
"It was really cool to see
place."
.s omeone from Murray State
Roundabout U is airing a
doing something so big, espefeature on the week's event on
cially during this really hisSaturday. For more informatoric time," DeCillo said.
tion go to roundaboutu.com.
On inauguration day DeCilAshley Edwards can be
lo and O'Neal weren't able to
reached at ashleyb.~dwards@
attend the actual ceremony,
murraystate.edu.

Student makes solo trek to capitol
Mia Walters
News Editor
In addition to wearing long
underwear for the first time and
looking at the Declaration of
Independence with Bon Jovi,
Chris Hodes said visiting Wash·
ington D.C. for President Barack
Obama's inauguration was "magicaL"
Hodes. graduate student from
Henderson, Ky., traveled to D.C.
Friday to see the inauguration and
tour the capitol.
" ... Sunday I went to the 'We
are One' concert," he said. "That
was the coolest thing in my life
until Tuesday."
Queen Latifah, Steve Carrell,
Bruce Springsteen, Obama and
Vice President Joe Biden were at
the free concert. ·
On Tuesday, Hodes' day started
at 3 a.m., be said, when he walked
from his friend's home in Arlington, Va., to the National Mall,
where he waited until inauguration activities started at 10:30 a.m.
The Washington Post reported

Campus
gathers
to
celebrate
historic
event

...
...

Photo courtt'Sy oi Katie DeCill~

People from all across the nation traveled to Washington, D.C. to witness Barack •
Obama take over as president.
..
about 2 million people were at the
National Mall, and many, including Hodes, viewed the inaugural
events from }umboTron screens.
"Then when the speech started
it was like I lost all track of time.
It was magical, surreal - the craziest thing ever,'' Hodes said.
The part of Obama's speech
that stuck out to Hodes the most
was when he said: "A man whose

Mia Walters
News Editor
Applause filled the Curris Center Theater Tuesday as Barack Obama was
sworn in as the 44th President of the
United States.
More than 100 students and faculty
gathered in the building to watch the historic event.
Tim Meadows, senior from Metropolis,
Ill, said he was impressed by the attendance.
"It was great to see just as many white
students as black students watching the
speech, and also just as many internation·
al students as American ones," he said.
After watching the inaugural address,
AI Mason, senior from Murray, was
"wowed," he said.
"His speech .r eally exceeded my expectations," he said. "I like the strength that

father less than 60 years ago~
might not have been served at ~
local restaurant can now stan~
before you to take a most sacrea
oath."
"That was just really personal
and a lot of people in the crowd
got emotional," Hodes said. "The
woman next to me was crying."
Mia Walters can be reached at
mia.walters@murraystate.edu.

he portrayed, but also the love and tolerance."
Mason said the historical significance
of this inauguration prompted him to
watch it.
"I've seen several presidential inaugu·
rations and this is the first one that I felt
like I really had to watch," he said. "It's
momentous, it feels different; there has
been a seismic shift."
Alexander Lane, sophomore from Pad·
ucah, Ky., said he was also impressed
with the inaugural address.
"I liked the imagery he used with the
Revolutionary War and George Washington crossing the frozen river," Lane saidt
"It reflected that there are a lot of things
going on right now that don't look good,
but having hope and fighting together, we
can get through it."
·
Mia Walters can be reached at
mia.walters@murraystate.edu.

Annual lecture series to feature presidential historian, author Richard Norton Smith
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Robin Phelps
Assistant News Editor
For many college students,
the names Lech Walesa, Benazir
Bhutto and Robert F. Kennedy
Jr. might not sound familiar, but
for Murray State students these
political figures are no strangers
thanks to the annual Presidential Lecture series.
On Feb. 2 in Lovett Auditorium the University will welcome
scholar and presidential historian Richard Norton Smith to the
series.
A 1975 Harvard graduate, Norton excelled in governmental

studies. After
working at
the
White
House
and
the Washington
Post,
Smith was a
speechwriter
for
MassaRichard
chusetts Sen.
Norton Smith E d w a r d
Presidential
Brooke.
Historian
Smith's lecture, "Lincoln
at 200: The Measure of All Presidents," will focus on the position of the U.S. president.
In 2003, Smith became the

founding director of the Abraham
Lincoln
Presidential
Library and Museum in Springfield, Ill
Student Government Association Coordinator Jeanie Morgan
said having Smith as this year's
speaker is another opportunity
for students to grow culturally.
"Anyone who comes to the
Presidential Lecture Series is
going to be enhanced in their
view of the world," Morgan said.
"When you're a college student,
you have the opportunity to
experience different cultures
and different views."
Morgan said Smith's person-

ality is one students will enjoy.
Chief of Staff Josh Jacobs said
he agrees.
"He puts it on your level,"
Jacobs said. "He tallors cadence,
his message, his delivery to his
audience."
Jacobs said he previously
interacted with Smith in Springfield at a museum dedicated to
Abraham Lincoln.
MHe really drove a lot of the
vision and the development of
that property with such a
unique take on a museum and a
library," Jacobs said. "He's such
a passionate individual about
history."

Whitney Wicker. sophomore
from Murray, said she encourages students to attend.
"He doesn't have the big
name, but he has a unique back-'
ground," Wicker said.
For students who are still
undecided about attending the
lecture, Wicker said an informal.
discussion would take place at 1
p.m. Feb. 2 in Faculty Hall.
Said Wicker: "I will encourage people to go to (the discus·
sion) to get their feet wet and
decide if they want to go or
not."
Robin Phtlps can be reached at
robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.

News Editor: Mia Waltt·rs
Assistant News Editor: Robin Phelps
Phone: 809-4468
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This week----- - - - - -- -Today

Saturday

Sunday

•700 p.m. Cinema International

•5:15 p.m.Women's basketball vs.

•Blame It on Fidel!;" Curris Cen·
ter Theater; free and open the
;,p ublic
•7:30 p.m. Campus Lights perCorms "Grease;" Lovett Auditorium, $7 with Racercard, ~10 for
general admission

SEMO; RSEG, free
•7:30 p.m. Men's basketball vs.
SEMO; RSEC. free
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International
"Blame lt on Fidel!;" Curris Center Theater: fre~ and open to the
public
-6 p.m. Black Student CouncU's
Gospel Explosion: Curris Center
Large Ballroom, free and open to
public

Monday

•U a.m. JOUI1IeY Clnudl service:
Curril Center Large Balkoom. free
116 p.m. Newman House Dl8SJ: St.
Leo Catholic Ch\ll'cb, 404 N. 12th
St.

Friday
·7:30 p.m. Cam·
pus lights per·
forms Grease;
Lovett Audito·
rium. $7 with
Racercard. $10
for
general
admission

-2 p.m. Senior Meeting SesSioD:
Cutris Center Theater; for students graduating in May or
December 2009
•6 p.m. Dinner at the Wesley
POundatioa. $1
•7:30 p.a Mlftistry Open To All
Bible study: 1~ Poplar St.; open
to public

photo hy lauren Bcllrrhe Newo;

Tuesday

Wednesday

; •10 a.m. Senior Meeting Session: Curris Center Theater: for Students grad~ uating in May or December 2009:
·: another session is held at 5 p.m.
-4 p.m. Meet the candidates for the
new Student Ufe director; Curris Center Stables; open to students
•5 p.m. CAB meeting; Curris Center
first floor SGA Office; open to public

l
l

•12:20 p.m. Homemade Luncheon;
ij(;M. $1
•2:30 p.m. Career SerVices 'Build-A·
Resume workshop; Business BuildiDS
room 201; open to students
•5 p.m. SGA me~tiog: Curris Center
Barkley Room; open to public
•8 p.m. Ministry Open To AU Fellowship; 1606 Poplar St.; open to public

Thursday
a5:JO p.m. MESS meed.Dg; Carr Health
room 103; opea to pd6::
•1:CY1 p.m. Weekly Word Wol'Shipj
BC.M, Cree

Now Playing
Cinema International
"'1be J>lviDg Bell and the~
(France):
Thursday -Jan. 31

"'Penepolil" (France):
Feb. S -7

'"Casablanca• (USA):
Feb. 12 • Feb. 14
Movies begin at 7:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center Theater. Admission
is free.

Comino Up

•Feb. t PresideNill Lecbn Series RicMd
7p.m; LCMtt AulltorUn. free

Norton~

1f you would like an event to
appear in the This Week section,
fill out a form in the Murray State
News office at lll Wilson Hall, fax
to 809-3175 or e-mail information to
thenews@murraystate.edu.
Please submit events by Wednesdays at noon. We cannot guarantee
all items received will be published.

·rolice Beat--.,..,--- - - - - - - - - - - -

•

=Jan. IS

.. 12:34 a.m. A desk worker from
Regent:; College complained of
a noist! from an eighth floor
room. An officer warned the
people to be quiet.
3:54 p.m. A caller from 16th
Street reported a driver who
almost hit a child exiting a
school bus.
5:07p.m. A caller from the 900
block of College Courts reported the electricity was not
working. Central Plant was
notified.

Jan.l6
12:08 a.m. A caller from the
Roy Stewart Stadium parking
lot reported n vehicle accident
without injuries.
3:11p.m. A caller from Franklin
College reported a possible
fight betwccp a male and a
, female, An officer took a
report for third degree crimi·
~ nal mischief.
11:22 p.m. The residence direc-

tor of Elizabeth College reported a student using marijuana.
Murray State Police issued a
citation to Sean Carbon, fresh·
man from Edwardsville, Ill., for
possession of marijuana and
drug paraphernalia.

Jan.17
6:56 a.m. A ca Her from Carr
Health requested assistance
opening the building because
te caller's key would not work.
4:19 p.m. A cnller from Lee
Clark College reported plumbing problems in a third floor
room.
8:17 p.m. A fire alarm was activated at the Prkc Doyle Fine
Arts Buildi,og. Murray Fire
Department, Central Plant, tbe
Office of Environmtmtal Safety
and Health and the state fire
marshal were notified. An officer report('d a sprinkler pipe
broke apart at the joint causing
water to flow. The water was
then shut off. An officer took a
report.

.

Jan.l8
5:29 p.m. A caller from tbe
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Emergency Room reported a possible .sexual assault. An
officer took a report. The incident is under investigation.
8:14p.m. A Racer Patrol officer
requested assistance for an
unsecured door at Facilities
Management. A building coordinator was notified. An officer
checked the area and secured
the door.
10:56 p.m. A resident adviser
from Hart College reported the
smell of marijuana on the sixth
floor. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Erin Moore,
non-student from Murray, for
possession of marijuana and
drug paraphernalia.

Jan.19
4:04a.m. A caller from College
Courts complained of a dog in
an upstairs apartment. The residence director on duty was

notified.
9:44 a.m. A caller requested to
speak with an on-call nurse
from Health Services. A nurse
was notified and given the
caller's information.
3:30 p.m. A caller from the
Robert E. Johnson Theatre
reported water leaking into the
men's restroom. Central Plant
was notified.

Jan.20
8:43a.m. A caller from the Biology Building requested emergency medical services for a
student who passed out. EMS
was notified and the student
was transported to the Murray-Galloway County Hospital.
An officer took a report.
1:13 p.m. A caller from the General Services Building reported
computer monitors missing
from a vehicle, which may
liave fallen off of the vehicle
during transport. An officer
took a report.
7:11 p.m. The residence direc-

Jan. 20
i09 p.m. A caller from Elizabeth Collese reported an undressed male nmninS toWatd the Curris Center. The
male was acme on officer atrival.
tor from Regents College
reported the smell of marijua·
na on the fourth floor. An officer did a walkthrough, but
found no smell.

Jan. 21
10:32 a.m. A caller from the
north
Business
Building
reported a student who passed
out. An officer requested
Emergency Medical Services.
EMS wa.o; notified, but the student refused transport. An officer took a report.
3:38 p.m. A caller from New
Howton parking lot reported a
forged Murray State parKing
decal, An officer took a report
for possession of a forged

instrument.
S:IB p.m. A caller from Franklin
College reported a stolen cell
phone. An officer took a report
for theft by unlawful taking
less than $300. A person was
arrested by the Calloway
County Sheriff's Deputy for an
outstanding warrant. An offi·
cer took a report.
Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts - 0
Arrests- J

Assistant News Editor Robin
Phelps compiles Police Beat

with materials provided by Public Safety. Not all dispatched
calls are listed.
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New Richmond co
Amanda Crider
Staff writer
Students
returning
from winter break last
week were greeted with
the sight of the construction on new Richmond
College
progressing
rapidly.
The original Richmond
was built in 1959, shortly
after the construction of
the original Cla.rk College in 1956. lee Clark
College was finished in
the summer of 2007.
Kim Oatman, director
of Facilities Design and
Construction, said plans
for the new Richmond
are almost identical to
Lee Clark College with
four-person suites, which
will contain a shared Jiving space and bathroom,

but private bedrooms.
"It is about 30 beds
short of (lee) Clark, but
its basically the same
size,"
Oatman said.
"(Lee) Clark has 300
beds, while new Richmond will have 270
beds."
New Richmond will
accept students io a similar manner as lee Clark
College did in 2007.
.·
Assistant Director of
Housing,
Derrick
McReynolds, ft.rst housing officials will first
offer spots in new Richmond to students who
currently live in Richmond.
"It's possible that students in new Richmond
will have to pay more
than they're paying right
now, like the students of

(l.ec)
Clark,"
McReynolds said. "We
want to give those students a chance to say if
they want to live in new
Richmond ur find another place to live.''
McReynolds said in
addition to reserving
rooms for those already
living in Richmond, the
new Richmond, like
every other residential
college. will have somewhere between 75 and
100 rooms allocated for
freshmen. The rest of the
rooms arc first-come,
first-serve for upperclassmen.
There is one current
setback however: Oatman said new Richmond
is three weeks behind
schedule.
"The scheduled com-

pletion date is July 24,"
Oatman said. "They're
playing catch-up and
have made a promise to
us that we'll be in by Aug.
I so we can move kids in
for the next semester.''
McReynolds said if
construction
remains
behind schedule. a combination of campus offici:•ls will make the decision of whether to move
students in mid-semester
ur wait until spring.
"Even if they give it to
us in August, we still
have to furnish it and
make sure everything is
in it that needs to be,"
McReynolds said. "That
will probably take at least
a week."
Amanda Crider can be
reached at amanda.crider
@murraystate.edu.

Mo.~lissa

DeYounf!The News

BuildinQ continues on the New Richmond Collec)e. Over winter break drywall, Insulation and exterior
walls were added. Construction on the roof Is currently underway.
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Internship Fair
9 a.m.-noon
Feb. 4

Curris Center }rd Floor
Freshmen, Sophomores,
Juniors and Seniors:
This event Is your FIRST IMPRESSION and
your IDEAL chance to jump-start your career!
Meet company representatives from a variety
or orQanlzatlons who offer Internship and
co-op opportunities for the purpose or QalnlnQ
knowledQe and experience in their and your
specific field or study.
Murray State University

210 Ordway Hall

••., Career
Services

809-)7)~ Phone
809-»16 Fax

'l()ur Scru~."l!.' SuPIXTt1 Curec.....-s •

caremmicesi>lllllf'I'IYSlate.edu

murraystate.edu/careerservlces

WELCOME TO BRINN'S!
Complete Automotive Service & Repair Garage
VOTED MURRAY'S FAVORITE
OIL CHANGE
THE PAST 4 YEARS

RIDES TO CAMPUS
PICK UP I DELIVERY AVAILABLE .

FREE ESTIMATES

BRINN I S

Mon.-Fri.
8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Sat.
8 a.m. - NOON

QDALI'IY SERVICE 6: LUBE, INC:
CERTIFIED MECHANICS

A/C, tune-ups, brakes, all mechanical repairs, etc.

507 S. 12th St.

•

Murray

•

210-759-o.ooa

:
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Opinion Edit or: Clayton Vertrees
Phone: 809-5873

Our view

Moving beyond the symbolism
America transitions from campaign slogan to motivated administration
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of'rhe Murray State News.
President Barack Obama took his oath of
office while positioned on a building erected
by slaves, and television correspondents
remarked on the irony of the moment.
As the son of a white American woman and
a Kenyan immigrant, America's slave heritage
seems to bear little relevance to Obama.
Like many in today's world, Obama can lay
claim to a variety of locations for his origins.
In actuality, Obamu's background reminds
us of one of the most crucial clements of his
campaign and coming time in office.
·
Nothing about Obilma is or will be ''just."
Obama was never "just" the black candidate.
Obama does not "just" connect to America's

youth. Obama never planned to "just" do the
opposite of Bush.
If anything, our current president represents the complexity of American culture and
the necessary answers to solve America's
toughest problems of the day.
Consider Obama's role as u symbol for
racial achievement.
The incoming president already represents
an almost messianic answer to frustrations
characteristic to the American consciousness.
Following the celebration of the birth of Martin Luther King, some onlookers went as far as
to paint Obama's inauguration with a broad
stroke of destiny.
Nevertheless, the simple image of the Chief
Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court administer-

ing the oath of office to a black man will
almost certainly revolutionize racial thought
within the U.S.
Politically, Obama represents expectations
to reverse unpopular decisions made by the
Bush administration. Socially, the incoming
president carries the hopes of an entirt:' people's history.
Followin~
an administration whose
approval ratings, according to a study published Aprilll. 2008. fell from a record 90 percent in 2001 to 28 pl•rcent by 200~. Americans
seck a change in the role of government in
their lives.
Obama's promises to fix many of America's
problems have already prompted action. In
the eyes of the Obama administration, action

will come through the use of tools including
alternative energy ami diplomacy when interacting with many of America's veteran enemies.
After all, despite the excitement over America's new commander in chief, a stock market
drop uf more than 300 points on the first day
of Obama's time in office bore a stark
reminder to challenges ahead.
But, based on rhetoric by the Obama administration, man-hours - not the charm of King's
legacy- will preserve the political edge of the
new leaJership.
Obama's immediate involwment in affecting .national policy reflects something much
more than just another symbol.
Change will come- but through long hours.

what do you think•••
did you skipclass towatch the Presidential Inauguration?
No. I am a pre-vet major and it is a little
hard to skip and keep up."

Kelli Kamousi • Louisville, Ky.
freshman

''Yes. I missed part of class, but came
late and apologized."

James Chamberlain • Madisonville. Ky.
senior

''No. but I watched it later that night."

Elizabeth Donner • Darien. Ill.
senior

Melissa De Young/The N<·w~

Letters

Your voice

Life shows value of Murray State degree

Looking back: the legacy of George W. Bush

KaylaReno
Kayla Reno is a senior
from Wickliffe, Ky.

It's hard to believe, really.
After eight long and arduous
years. We have finally seen the
end of the Bush administration. Whether it is through the
systematic reduction of our
privacy, the unnecessary violence which has been perpetrated in the Middle East or
excessive bailouts to a number
of corporations, the past eight
years have been filled with
trial and (mainly) error. and
graced with unusually poor
leadership.
In many ways, it seems we,
as citizens, have been in a sort
of purgatory under our 43rd
president, punishing us for a
lack of response during the
2000 election, as well as during the passage of the Patriot
Act in October 2001 after the
9/11 attacks.
So now that the economy is
nearing depression, society is
racked with unemployment
and our reputation has been, to
say the least, tarnished among
the international community.
As Americans we are, more
than ever before, under unwarranteJ and illegal surveillance,
one can only wonder what the
next four years will bring.
Can we really sink any lower
than Bush II has already

brought us? While it is inconceivable to view President
Barack Obama as a miracle
worker who will solve any and
all problems. it is hard not to
find hope.
A president who actually
won an election, and seems
competent? It's nigh unbelievable. I can't help but ask
myself - what lesson can the
last eight years teach us?
If we've learned nothing.
then the nightmare from
which we have finally extricated ourselves will be futile. and
I hom~stly do not think that I
could deal with that.
Whether it is the realization
that the commander in chief
doesn't always know what is
best for the country. or the
appreciation of thc ascension
of a leader who is actually
respected abroad, we have to
learn something.
It may be as small as voting
in the election, or becoming
more politically informed. I
can only hope it will influence
and, if nothing else, give our
children an example of what
not to do.
We have to learn from our
mistakes- because I am not all
that certain that our reputation
would survive another blow of

Dear Editor,

that magnitude.
. So what now?
What will we do now that
the very president who has
been the butt of so many jokes
is finally out of office?
How will we entertain ourselves? This is not :1 wish on
my part to have another laughable president, believe me.
Rather, I find that, having
come of age under the Bush
administration 1 am at a loss
for words. How will I cope
without the constant feeling of
shame that has plagued my
conscience during the whole
of my teenage years?
For once. I have the possibil·
ity of standing proud and not
feeling as if I have to defend
myself to the citizens of other
nations for the actions of our
president.
I realiZl' that Obama's election is not an instantaneous
solution to our problems. and
in all reality, we have many
bleak years ahead of us in our
attempt to pull ourselves out
of this eight-year rut we've
been in.
My only hope is rhc beginning of a new era and a new
presidency. For the first time
in a long time, I think America
finally got it right.

ln the spring of I975, I was granted a Bachelor of Science in
mathematics from Murray State. I was 21, had been married for
seven days and was concerned about how my degree from a
small stale university was going to hold up in the real world.
The world was different back then. I could fill my gas tank
for $2, the U.S. had been out of Vietnam for two full weeks, I
was headed to a job where one computer supported more than
300 people, and I was clueless about my future. But !loaded up
the smallest U-Haul on the market and headed to New Mexico
for my new job as an operutions research analyst. I did not
even know what that was1
As I write, it is now 2008. In 6 days, l will reach the magical
point in my life where I can retire with a full pension. Today,
I can b:1rely get a gallon of gas for $2, the U.S. Army is trying
to figure out how to get out of fighting in two different countries, and I have two computers on my desk
When I arrived here. I learned I would be working alongside
mathematicians and engineers with degrees from places like
UCLA, Texas A&M and Oklahoma. .I would soon find out just
how good my degree from n small, virtually unknown state
university was going ro hold up. I was a littl<· nervous. After all,
how was I going to apply subjects like number theory and
abstract algebra to real world problems? It did not take me
long to figure out that my knowledge was as good (and many
cases better) than the people with degrees from the big
schools. I think I have figured out the reason for this.
Maybe then• is somcthing to be said about small class sizes.
After all, I felt like putting out a little effort in my abstract algebra cl~ss of eight people. And, l did care if I learned anything
in my 300-levcl psychology class. Or. maybe a person's education is a function of what he or she put into it. It always
amazed me when someone who slept through a class would
complain about a failing grade while the people who actually
put a little effort into a class were happy with their grade.
Hopefully. my rambling will provide you with the knowledge that your degree from Murray State is just as good as a
degree from a big-name college. Bt:' proud of your school and
be proud of your education.
-Danny Champion, Las Cruces, N.M.
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Simply
Put

Should the United States close Gitmo?
NO
YES
Closing Gitmo
would solve
nothing
The mere mention of Guantanamo Bay can make any high·
levd politician wince.
The story of the military prison
and its practice of torturing its
allegedly terrorist "detainees" is a
black spot in America's recent
history, and it bas damaged our
country's global image.
As the new Obama administration takes over Washington, bowever, the government wants to
close the prison in Cuba as a
token of goodwill to the world.
This gesture would serve as a sign
that policies are changing in
America.
The detainees will be divvied
out to other countries or scattered
among American federal prisons
until their trials.
This seems like a sensible plan
- one that will begin the birth of a
new administration with a gesture
of human decency - but the facility wasn't the problem.
The facility itself didn't beat
prisoners or drive them to commit suicide with bedsheet nooses.
It's just a collection of buildings.
Yet, corrupt as it may be, the
Guantanamo Bay Naval Base, otherwise known as "Gitmo," became
a prison camp for a reason.
Gitmo was to bouse very dangerous criminals who threaten the
security of the United States and
the security of other countries.
Even after the prison closes,
those people will still exist and
will still need very sturdy bars to
hold them. In addition, the government is having a tough time
convincing other nations to
accept them.
Federal prisons will open up
their gates, but that might not be
enough. •
Government officials also talk
of needing some kind of official
detention facility. [n other words,
they will need another Gitmo.
I can understand why many
would want the facility closed.
Terrible, inhumane things happened within those concrete
walls.
In addition. the interrogation
techniques prison administrators
used botched up several cases
because a court cannot admit evidence obtained through torture.
According to the Washington

Northcutt
is a senior
from Calvert City, Ky.
~asey

Wash away the
black spot of
America

Life experiences while
alone in my apartment

Tuesday represented
a historic moment in
American politics and
civil rights.
I celebrated the
occasion by locking
Republic.
myself inside my
apartment, away from
the obligations of the
admired around the world,
everyday
rut.
Clayton
regardless of culture or policy difThe decision to barferences .
Vertrees ricade myself inside a
Gitmo by itself bas the capacity
few rooms with teleto set an example in the world:
vised feed from the National Mall, folHow different is this country
lowed careful deliberation.
from any other if it takes away
I had to reflect on the timeless
from its enemies or projected moments which dot most people's lives.
enemies their inherent rights as
My primary inspiration originated from
human beings?
an interview which I conducted with my
Not different at all and there- grandfather for a seventh grade social
fore, l think it should be closed 1 studies project. For the project, my
and taken as an experience of teacher asked students to talk to an older
what can go wrong with America. person about their childhood.
Somehow in the storm of feelDuring the interview, I crafted a deliings after 9/11 and the following cate, subtle series of questions to pinhunt for terrorist and those who point a specific timcframe for my inquisiharbor them, we forgot other tion.
ways to deter individuals from
"When were you a little kid?"
becoming terrorists without riskl'rom there, a door swung wide for
ing alienating allies and creating questions ranging from prohibition, to the
more enemies.
Great Depression, to anything else which
It is basic (o understand that
I might pull from a Dick Tracy comic.
either hate or the will to hurt
Surprisingly, my questions struck a
As a new administration takes
another human being is not born chord - even with a man raised far away
over the never·ending review of
from one second to the next, but from the mean streets of Chicago's downthe actions of the outgoing group
by a series of traumatic events town.
starts.
which we, as a nation, could
From my findings, l learned that
The shift in America from a
either have stopped provoking or • Capone maintained a web of fear whose
nation in relative peace to proacconceding to.
fingers reached beyond the minds of
tive war efforts around the world
Have
you
ever
wondered
why
Chicago lawmen and Washington politiin the last eight years makes this
the
U.S.
is
a
target
instead
of
a
cians. Mafia law also terrorized children
task even more difficult, even
country like Canada for instance? hiding under dinner tables in Western
more important. At the center of
The basic understanding of the Kentucky.
this revisionist project Hes the
The interview revealed something
motives
of these individuals and
Guantanamo Bay Detention
the search for leverage by which which motivated me. I realized that even
Camp.
to defeat them in smarter ways the smallest brush with history makes for
Should it be closed or shouldn't
meaningful life stories.
has been abandoned. ~.
it?
I considered all the moments which I
The
goal
is
to
keep
America
Yes. it should.
safe, and this can be done by bad been privileged enough to view firstGitmo prison hammers a crack
using diplomacy or economic aid hand - if only in the first two decades of
into America's integrity and
as
a tool to reduce the recruiting my life.
image abroad.
I can recall the green, infrared night
capability
of the organizations
The reason for its establishand
firefly attacks of the Persian Gulf
that mean us harm.
ment in Cuba can be traced to the
War as a child.
I
have
no
doubt
that
Gitmo
simple fact these prisoners would
In high school. I caught the second
should be closed because it does
not be allowed to have the judicrash
into the World Trade Center. Later
more harm than good to the
cial guarantees that a defendant
that
night,
l overheard the reaction in
efforts to keep America safe.
in the United States would,
Kabul as relayed by my local NPR station.
The
world
now
knows
that
regardless of the crime commitAmericans torture and that they I remember that I had homework on 9/11.
ted.
In high school, I enjoyed possibly one
are willing to shrug international
No matter what some might
law, human rights and all dissent- of the most glorious sick days ever while
say, the greatest American export
ing opinion coming from both the watching the then Secretary of State,
cannot be measured in goods or
smallest country. These opinions Colin Powell. I watched in childlike fear
services because this country's
may come from the United as PowelJ made his presentation on
Nations and everything in weapons of mass destruction in Iraq
biggest export is the example of
between:
its justice system and the strength
before the UN Security Council in real
How safe does this make us?
of its institutions.
time.
As someone from a third world
There is the never-ending
These memories are not much, but for
country,
I must confess that if
promise that within American
anything good has come out of a relatively young, suburban American, I
jurisdiction everyone is treated
Gitmo, it is that after so many consider these moments an exciting start.
the same.
But only a start. I still have much more
years of finger-pointing, the only
To enjoy the same rights and to
torture done in Cuba, bas been to see.
also suffer the consequences of its
Tuesday, I added to the things which I
done by the United States of
actions against society is highly
America.
could relay to bourgeoning, preteen journalists about my lifetime.
I decided the live broadcast of history
would take priority over any obligations
which may possibly run into the inauguration's airtime.
If a professor failed to appreciate my
wisdom and held my decision against me,
an absence from his or her class may have
actually done my mind a world of good.
In a different time and place, I would
have persuaded Murray State's instructors to cancel all Tuesday classes that met
1
during approximately 10:30 to 11:30 a.m.
Walters
(Central Time}, Tuesday Jan. 20. 2009.
In this case, students would not have
had to choose between the inauguration
of the first black president or attending
an entry-level composition or biology
course.
And if professors doubted my logic,
they could catch the reruns.
Yo-yo Ma and Mr. Pearlman would lull
the cynics into a subdued vulnerability.
Chief Justice Roberts' verbal faux pas
would charm them into submission. My
professors would realize the true. beauti"I would go jump in the Wash- ful meaning of"democracy."
how fast I could
They would have to agree with me.
ington Monument reflecting

Angel Arias
is a senior
from San Pedro de
Macor{s, Dominican
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Post, at the most, the government
can successfully try 80 of the prison's 250 detainees.
This is a serious issue, and
immediately confronting it seems
like an intelligent decision on the
part of President Obama.
But completely shutting down
the naval base seems like wasting
government buildings.
Today, the country fights an
economic crisis and the government faces .an ominous deficit.
Maybe officials should think
more carefully about what they
build and what they shut down.
Maybe they should try to _solve
Guantanamo's problems by
changing the personnel in charge
and the way the prison camp
operates.
I understand that keeping the
facility will only save the government pocket change in relation to
what it spends on a daily basis,
but this doesn't make sense.
Why beg other countries to take
prisoners when you can already
house them?
Why stuff more inmates into
federal prisons that already face
overcrowding when you can keep
them in Guantanamo?
As 1 said before, something
needs to change.
The government can, however,
can still maintain the Guantanamo
Naval Base, but with harsher policies and strict surveillance of
interrogation practices.
There's no reason to close one
prison just to open another one
elsewhere.
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Inside the Office

Agroup of The Murray State News staff members gives its piece on adifferent topic each week.

Jodi
Keen

Emily
Wuchner

Copy editor

Chief Copy
Editor

How would you celebrate being inaugurated President?
"I would sleep in the next day until noon."

"I would see
ride my bike through the hallways of the W hite House without hitting somebody."

Mia

pool like Forest Gump!'
Clayton Vertrees can be reached at
1

james. vertrccs@murraystate.cdu.

Write to us
The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers for
verification. Please include hometown, classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 500 words. The Murray State
News reserves the right to edit for style, length and content. All contributions should be turned in before Wednesday of each week via e-mail or thenews.org.
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College Courts to be razed for new housing
and other structures are broken. Furthermore, J feel like a
new play park for the kids
who live there would be ben·
eficial since the current playground is outdated and scary·
looking."
Jessica Moore, senior resi·
dent adviser from Dexter,
Mo.. said College Courts
could use improvement to
better serve its purpose.
"College Courts is in many
ways like the low-use buildings," she said. "Although the
facilities are older, we work
to keep them in good shape
and make them a place that
people would want to live. I
would like to see more facilities geared toward studt!nts
with children, since it is
already quite difficult to be a
parent raising a child and trying to get through school.
Other than that, I think certain modern updates would
be greatly beneficial. like central heat and air conditioning.
Right now each apartment is
equipped with a wall-unit, so
it is difficult to regulatl! the
temperature.n
The present College Courts
apartments are available with

entire amount during construction, Oatman said.
"This means a third party
developer would come in and
finance, design and build the
project," Oatman said. DSo
neither Murray State nor the
Commonwealth would be
budgeting for this project."
The selection of a develop·
er is ongoing, which leaves
the start of construction
unclear.
"We would hope to at least
have a portion of it completed
within the ncx t two years,"
Oatman said.
The University plans to
release a market survey about
the project to collect student
opinions. but Director of Pro·
curement David Blackburn
said the details for the survey
are still in the works.
Stephanie Galla, senior
from Glen Ellyn. Ill.. and Col·
lege Courts resident, said the
University should consider a
few different improvements.
uBesides nel!ding a new
face lift, rebuilding College
Courts would take care of
many .of the tt·chnical problems," she said. "Many doors,
tables, couches, water heaters

Megan Locke
Staff writer
Construction plans are in
the works for College Courts,
the University's only apart·
ment complex.
Kim Oatman, director of
.Facilities Design and Construction. said the University
deemed rebuilding College
Courts "more cost effective"
than a renovation. The location for the new College
Courts will remain the same.
"College Courts were constructed in the early 1960s, so
they have basically fulfilled
their useful life," he said.
Oatman said design plans
for the new College Courts
are not finalized.
Officials are considering a
mix of apartments with oneto four-bedroom suites simi·
Jar to the Chase or Campus
Suites.
uwc also hope to build back
more (apartments) than we
have now. but that is yet to be
determined," he said.
The state approved $17.9
million for the rebuild as a
private financing project. But
officials may not spend the

Alumnus
returns to
Murray as
business
.director

Ashlee Cobb
Staff writer
Murray Sta-:e's Small Busi·
ness Development Center has
a new director, Murray State
alumnus and Louisville native
Chris Wooldridge.
Wooldridge replaces long·
time director H.osemary Miller
after her 26 }'cars of service.
Wooldridge comes to the
SBDC with experience after
fU'st graduating from Murray
State with a degree in busi·
ness.
"I began my career in 1989
working for the Bank of Murray," Wooldr idge said. "We
went through a few bank
mergers, later merging with
Union Planters Bank out of
Memphis. So I have spent a
number years in banking and
banking mergers.
''I also owned a small, successful busid(•ss called On a

Personal
Note Stationary
located for
a number of
years
on
the court
square. We
eventually
sold
the
Chris
business to
W obldrid.ge the owners
Small Business of Vintage
Development Rose here
Center director in Murray."
Wooldridge said he does not
plan to change much in the
way the SBDC operates and
instead plans to build on what
Miller started.
"(Miller) built a wonderful
business in terms of providing
a vast amount of services to
clients.
Consulting hasn't necessarily been a top service in the
past, so that aspect is a newer

COl l.tGl LOt llJ"
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Photo illustratl<ln hy Kri ~t••n Miller/The News

CoHeqe Courts will be torn down to make room for apartments similar to The Chase and campus Suites.
either one· or two·bl•droom
options, ranging from $2,ll5 to
$2,435 per semester.
Tht.• complex contains 12
buildings with l2 apartments
in each building, and the

apartments arc fully furni-:hed.
College Courts house married students, single parents
with children, graduate stu·
dents, non-traditional stu-

dents, undergraduate students 21 years of age or older
and faculty,

feature. We wanted to expand
our services."
SBDC is a service in partner·
ship with Murray State and the
U.S. Small Business Adminis·
tration, which helps new sm:~ll
businesses make informed
decisions Jl~aling with an array
of business functions.
"SBDC is primarily involved
with t r:~ining , planning and
consulting for new and exist·
ing businesses," Wooldridge
said. "We provide business
planning preparation and
training in different areas of
business such as marketing
and financing options, working
with chambers of commerce.
Whatever a business needs, we
can tailor a program for that
business. We are not a loan
organization, but we do help
people find grants and loans
for business stan-up. All of our
services arc free except for
training; there is a minor cost."

SHDC provides scrvic~·s surrounding Murray including
Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle,
Fulton, Marshall and Graves
counties.
"Part of our and the new
business's success relies on the
economy," Wooldridge said.
"Start-ups are much more
undesirable with the credit situntion being as it is today,
Banks have tightened up cred·
iting standards which make it
hard for up-and-coming businesses to get a ft1othold .
"While we recognize the
importance of local start up
businesses. we are also looking
into consulting pre-existing
businesses located around
Murray. Businesses that are
prosperous allow more people
to be exposed to Murray State
as a place of higher learning
for themselves or their children."
By supporting these small

businesses. Murray State also
has a chance tu gain more business."
While partnered with Murray State, Wooldridge said he
supports Murray State Prcsi·
dent Randy Dunn's ideas for
the University into each business contract.
"The center here is much in
tunc with Dr. Dunn's vision of
Murray State," Wooldridge
said. ".For example, creating
partnerships for Murray State
arc extremely important to us.
The ideals of Murray State
help drive SDBC for Murray
and the surrounding counties.
As we help these small businesses we make sure to carry
the Murray State statement of
building partnerships and fos ·
H.•ring excellence into each
transaction...

Megan

I.ockc

can

be

rcac:hcd at mcgan.lockc@)
murraystatc.rdu.

Ashlct! Cobb can be reached

at ashlcc.cobb@murraystatc.
edu.
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Murray State Students!

TO $309

804 Coldwater Road
Murray, KY 42071
270-703-1953

Across from Speedway
Tues.-Fri. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m. - noon

LifeIs full of riSks. And the time to
think about ahealth plan is be fore
you need it Because at your age,
Individual health coverage can be a
bargain. so, don't wait! Call Anthem
Blue Cross and Blue Shield today!

Life has its risks.
Anthem has a plan.

Rates as low

as.~59*

Steve Skaggs
McConnell Insurance Agency
270..753·4199 local, or
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Chain closes as national
recession reaches Murray
Amanda Crider
'Staff writer
News concerning the econo'my has dominated almost every
:news outlet and is on the minds
:Of students across the country.
~ The Goody's store in Murray
'is one of the 69 that the clothing
~tore company is closing due to
hapter eleven bankruptcy.
According to David Brasfield.
chair of the department of economics and ftnance, the changjog economy bas an impQrtant
lmpact on students, who should
educate themselves to stay
afloat.
B rasfield said a nation-wide
concern for students are student
loans. which help many finance
their education.
"Federally guaranteed or
sponsored money will probably
be just fine," Brasfield said. "I
have heard of some students
whose student loans have come
in late, much later than normal,
which can be a problem. Students need to fmd some kind of
way to pay their bills until their
loans come in."
Federal Loans and private student loans will most likely fall in

Krist"n

Millt•r/Th~:> New~

Goody's clothing store closes due to country's economic state and finances.
shorter supply· and banks will
become more stringent about to
whom they Joan money.
"I would suggest Murray State
students make it to our loan
office and talk to the pros," Brasfield said. "They would probably
have better information about

CAB hosts
artificial
ice skating
€xpe.r1ence
•

local loan sources ... they may
even have newer info about people with lower rates."
In addition to student loans,
jobs are increasingly scarce with
rising unemployment across the
nation.
..Students need to make a con-

from Frankfort, Ky., envisioned the onc·day ice skating rink with Jeanie Morgan, SGA coordinator.
"Jeanie and I came up
with the idea for the iceskating rink," Carr said.
uour rink isn't real ice. howewr. It is made from synthetic plastic pieces that are
held together, similar to a
puzzle. Then we put water
and silicone on top to give
the rink n gliding and slick
feel."
Though the rink was supposed to feel like ke, for
Annette Hcady,.senior f,rom
Buchanan, Tenn., it was far
from the real icc skating
experience.

Ashlee Cobb
Staff writer
On Wednesday, Murray
State's Campus Activities
Board turned the Curris
Center Large Ballroom into
an ice rink.
Outfitted with a simulated ice rink, a stereo system
and a rotating disco ball. the
ballroom was filled with
students enjoying skating in
10 minute intervals.
CAB. a branch of Murray
State's Student Government
Association, holds various
programs designed to give
students a small break during class-filled days
Tiffany Carr, sophomore

~~~©~
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ccrtcd effort to ... do the best job
they can during the job search,"
Brasfield said. "They need to get
their resume polished. While
they arc students, they need to
look to adding to their resume."
Although jobs could prove difficult to find, Brasfield said there
is an alternative for many stu·
dents, which might help them
get a job later.
"During recessions, we see
students coming back to graduate school." Brasfield said. "That
could be one or two years well
spent. Getting a graduate degree
can be more productive than
pounding the pavement for a job
that isn't there."
Finally. Brasfield stated students should pay attention to
President Barack Obama's new
proposed stimulus package as it
makes its way through Congress.
"Students need to have some
understanding of economics and
the stimulus package," Brasfield
said. ·"They voted for the person
who brought it forth. It would
be beneficial for students to look
at the package and ask why."
Amanda Crider can be
reached at amanda.crider@
murraystilte.edu.

"It's not like real ice,"
Heady said. "It doesn't slide
like real icc. 1 have been iceskating for years and 1
should be able to do twists
and jumps. but it is hard for
me to even glide on the rink.
It was slightly disappointing, but a really fun idea. I
mt•an, it got me interested
enough to come and try it
out!"
Upcoming activities hosted by CAB include a photostrip booth in February,
lucky bamboo in March and
personalized street signs in
ApriL
Ashlcc Cobb can be
reached at ashlec.cobb@
murraystatc.edu.
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RENT YOUR MOVIES
AT THE MOVIES
ANY lWO RENTAlS
MONDAY - TIIURSDAY

27Q-753-331 4

FOR$4

1 008 C h estn ut St.
Mu r r ay
Showttmes on lhe tnrerner

movtesinmurrav.com

lSI STUDENTS

. . . . . .a.lrll.
UZIIM . .

.alaR,_

·--..-.
$5

IDVD/VHS/VIDEO GAMES)
FOR VIDEO INFORMATIO N
CALL 270-753-8084

The Tropics
Tanning Salon
Murray State students tan for a
dollar a day!
With the purchase of a month unlimited
for only $30!
No bed restrictions!
Open 7 days a week!
No contracts to sign!

Or buy minutes!
90 minutes $12.60
180 minutes $21 .60

®@®CJ~~CZl@

300 minutes $3 1.50
600 minutes $54.00

*Ask us how you can tan
for FREE!

BEFORE

1-30-09

Murray
270-753-8477

Across campus
RSEC hosts Murray Bridal Sbow
Murray State will host a bridal show from 10

a.m. to 4 p.m. Feb. 7 in th e RSEC. Admission to
the show is free and open to the public.
The show features local and regional exhibits
from top wedding professionals with the newest
ideas in wedding plan.n.tng.
With ideas for bridesmaids' gowns, wedding
parties, tuxes. 'bridal party gifb, J.nvitatioll$.
cakes. wedding favors, photosraphers, recep-tions and honeymoons, fu~ newlyweds c:U
find ideas for everythiiig they need at the Bridal
Show. V;J.Sit murraybridalshow.com fCJr more
information.

Candidates speak at lessioD
Murray State will host an information aessto.
for the caildidates for the director of Student
Lik position. Four candidates .are vring for this
position.
Sessions for students are at 4 p.m. 'tuesdly at
the Curris Center Stables.
Forum!! for faculty and ataff are at 10:45 a.m.
on Tuesday and Thursday in the Curtis ~

Barkley Room.
Students, faculty and tctalf Ire encountpd to
attend the sessions and forums.
Contact Ross Meloan at 809-3135 for more
information.

Bull Blowout COJilel to MUI!8J
At 8 p.m. on Feb. 13 and 14 the EUO~mer
will host the farst Bull Blowout of 2009.
Held by Parsons and Milam Rough Stock
Contractors and Promoters since 1996. the
blowout will feature buU riding, barrel racing. a
calf scramble and mutton busting.
Admission to the event Ia Sro with ll R.ac:ercard, $12 for adults and SS for children

Monolopes come to Wratbel'
The annual 'Vagina Monologues' perfol">

mances starts at 7 'p.m. Feb. 12 and nans tbtougil
Feb. 14 in Wrather Audltoriwn. AcbDi11iioa t0
the event is $S witb a .R.acercard.
The proceeds from this event help to fund
Women's Center programs. evems and other
initiatives.

Scholars.Week approaehes
Murray St ate wUI llost its eighth annual
Week celebfati,>n AprU 20 • 24.
SCholars Week includes oral and poster sessions, exhibits and perfOrmance oppommities
for undergraduate and graduate students.
Registration deadline fo r Sdaolan Week is
March .24 for t\t~ iJateres~ in daowcasing
Scho~

sch9larly ww:k ~veptjl~
The OffiCe of tih~ftt.lafe Reseaicb .aDd
Scholary Activity hosts the event
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Tough defense propel~~
women to top seed
Elizabeth Johnson
Staff writer

.
.
.
.

~

.·

Rick

Burn~s/The NPw.~

forward Ashley Hayes drives past Eastern Illinois' Ashley Thomas In the women's battle for the top spot In the Ohio Valley Conference.

........··.
,.

Murray State's women's basketball team continues its 3-gam~
homestead tomorrow, hosting Southeast Missouri State at 5:15
p.m. in the Regional Special Events Center.
ln their first ntatchup since the 2008 Ohio Valley Conference
championship game, the Racers' end-of·the·game domlnatiC>~
led them to a 60-51 victory over Eastern lllinois, putting Murray
State in the No. 1 spot in the OVC rankings.
"This game lived up to its billing," Head Coach Rob Cross
said. "The real thing that concerns me is this was a game and not
the season. This is just one game in a long conference season.
I'm most proud of holding them to 35 percent from the field;" '·
Murray State senior forward Angela Mullins had the first field
goal of the game, but the Panthers fought back and held the lead
for seven minutes until senior forward Ashley Hayes sank a sliot
for the Racers. putting them up 21-20.
~.
Although senior point guard Amber Guffey went scoreless 1n
the first half for the first time since her 2006 campaign. Murray
State led at halftime 30.26 after Hayes bucketed two points and
a 3-point shot by senior point guard Paige Guffey.
Hayes led the Racers both offensively and defensively with 16
points, 8 rebounds and 5 steals.
"We know we have to do whatever it takes to win the game,''
Hayes said. "The game is what's important. We didn't play into
their game plan. It was all about risk and reward. I had to get
some points and stealing the ball was my way of doing it
tonight."
The Panthers scoring was led by forward Rachel Galligan
who, with 21 points, was their only player to reach double digits.
Galligan also tallied 9 rebounds, leading Eastern Illinois.
Both MuUins and junior point guard Mallory Luckett stepped
up for Murray State in this key win.
With 12 points, Mullins tied a season high, just two shy from
her career high of 14.
•
Luckett accounted ·for 14 of the Racer's points. setting he{
caree~ r~~iW:l
~
,
"I wis 'Pftlf'Y excited to play," M\fllirtnlltd. "I get knockeli for
my post defense. I was worried about being solid down there.
I've felt comfortable in this Lineup, but I felt better health-wise."
Amber and Paige Guffey contributed a combined 11 points to
the final score while they led the team with five assists each.
Murray State pulled away from Eastern Illinois with a jumper
by Mullins after going up 45-43 with 6:41 remaining.
The Racers then went on s 7-0 run and continued scoring to
take a lead of 13 with two minutes remaining.
Galligan was successful with a layup in the last seconds of the
game, but it wasn't enough to push the Panthers on top as Amber
•
Guffey secured the lead with two free throws.
"I was thrilled with our defense," Cross said. "Easter Illinois
tried to shut down Amber and Paige by leaving others unguarded. It only hurt them with Angela and Mallory's shots. When we
focus on getting the job done, our student athletes get the job
done."
Elizabeth Johnson can be reached at clizabctha.johnson@
murraystatc.cdu.

Defense fuels conference win
Elizabeth Johnson
Staff writer
The Racers (9-9, 4-4 OVC) turn to host Southeast Missouri (317, 0-9 OVC) at the Regional Special Events Center at 7:30 Saturday following the women's game in an Ohio Valley Confer·
ence double header.
"We've got to be good defensively," Head Coach Billy
Kennedy said. "We're excited about the challenge on Saturday.
We have to get more confident offensively and defensively."
For the fll'st time this season, Murray State center Tony Easley
was in the starting lineup for the Racers after recovering from an
ankle injury. Easley entered the game pumped, working the
crowd in the RSEC last night in a 58-46 win over Eastern Illinois
(8·10, 5·3 OVC).
"I think swagger is a big part of the game," Easley said. ''Once
you get to dunking, it's just energy that gets pumping through
the team and through the crowd."
Murray State was led offensively by Tyler Holloway, Danero
Thomas and Easley with 15,14 and Iq points respectively. Easley
also finished the game with 8 rebounds and 3 blocks while
Thomas added 7 rebounds and 2 blocks.
"I feed off those defensive blocks," Thomas said. "(Better
shooting) is going to come. I can feel it. It's going to break
through. lt's frustrating and funny at the same time, but we've
just got to keep believing and shooting. It feels like somebody's
at the rim just knocking them out every time. We just got to keep
shooting; they'll fall."
The Panthers, led by point guard Tyler Laser with lS points,
could not overpower the Racers as Murray State kept Romain
Martin, who averages 16 points per game, to just 2.
Holloway started the fast-paced game with a 3-pointer, 30 seconds into the game. Where one is good. two is better and Holloway hit his second three of the game two minutes in. His team
started the contest on an ll-2 run and the Panthers were reeling.
The low scoring game was mainly defensive. Murray State
scored 17 points off of turnovers in comparison to Eastern Illinois' six points.
"Defense has been our emphasis this whole year," Easley said.
"Defense first. Offense second. Shots are not going to fall every
night. but defense is going to be there forever. Our focus was on
stopping their West Point action and putting pressure on the
wings."
The Panthers only lead came with 7:33 left in the first half

Elaine Kight/Tile New$

Senior point ouard Tyler Holloway dribbles the ball down the court In a
oame earlier this season. Holloway shot for 15 points and 4 rebounds ill
Thursday's victory over Eastern Illinois.
when they went up 15·13.
"I'm very thankful for the win," Kennedy said. "I thought our
guys fought hard and made enough shots to get it done. Holloway and Easley starting this game was a big help for us. This is
how we have to play to win. We have to be good defensively.
Holding them to 29.1 percent shooting was big for us. Our guys
weren't excited that we won. They were relieved and thankful
that we won."
Elizabeth Johnson can be reached at elizabctha.jobnson@
murraystatc.cdu.
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This isn't your parents' pong

pick·em

1

Alison 1f you like It put
1 rtno on It' MUCJier
Sports Editor
last weft: 8-3
SNson record: 8-3

nm 1urd FeriJUSCifl'

Rlcty 'Miteen Clelves'

MlcAIIIster
Assistant Sports Editor
last week: 10-1
Seaon record: 10-1

Martin

Some people are blessed with athleti- .ci~m. Those who aren't play beer pong.
Throwing little white ping-pong balls
@ #0
• _i~o Dixie cups has become a nation-wide
-tt
itO
. phenomenon.
. • The game traces its origins to Dartmouth College where students ditched the
paddles and started throwing the balls into
@
cups. The game has evolved through the
years and has grown
into a collegiate pastime. Beer pong is
sometimes referred
@
to as Beirut. According
to
College
Humor, three fourths
oi · people call the
game beer pong, not
@
'Beirut.'
As a staple of any
party it has become MacAllister
not just the casual
Assistant
@
drinking game but a
Sports Editor
tournament style
battle royal. Competitions range from
small "Pong-a-paloozas" to the $50,000
• grand prize in the "World Series of Beer I
@
·• Ppng."
, . , The WSOBP has elevated the sport to I
another level. With coverage from ESPN
coolumnist Rick Reilly and growing
•
. il)trigue, the sport is coming out of the frat
@
house and into the spotlight.
. ,• The biggest question is how the general
. P}lhlic perceives the game.
• A game created for the purpose of get...,
@
ting drunk and stupid may not be able to
it
, shake the notion of inebriated college students, despite the fact in the WSOBP
almost half of the cups are filled with
water. This could indicate the sport is
@
be~oming more about the game than the
intoxication levels.
, This won't stop people from exploiting
the game for its initial use, but will this
• ;s~QP the ga~e ~ro~ ~aining ~upport? can ·
@
. beer pong nse m s1milar fashton to poker,
• which is now a regular on the ESPN fami.. ly pf networks?
~ · •. The rise of non-traditional games and
I $ports are attracting a new audience. Peo@
, pic: who may not have watched a basket• .ball game may watch a beer pong tourna• ~nt.
ESPN.com rankings
Unli.ke traditional sports beer pong does
not have an official set of rules. On the
official beer pong site, bpong.com, the ere. ~tqrs' explain there is no right or wrong
: ~ay to play the game, merely different
variations.
' For example redemption is where one
, .t.eam hits all the cups but the opposing
•team can shoot until they miss.
~ When teams "let it ride" neither team
.c~tn alter the other's shot in any way. This I
~ lead to more shots made and quicker
.games.
, You can Mget 'em back," in which both
• pl~yers on the same team sink their shots
.Jn the same tum. They would then get
. th~ir balls back. This can conceivably end
• .th~ game for the opposing team if your 1
team can continue to hit shots without
. F.C~emptiOJ).
: - You can play with six, 10 or 12 cups each.
-;. The beauty of the game is its versatility. 1
·~y group of people can play at any time
in almost any place with their own set of
. rules and their own style to the game.
Chavis said. "We have a very talent·
: · The game also breeds an air of competi- Sports writer
ed group of athletes, but ultimately
tion; any team could have a hot streak at
we are in the first - third of our sea·
anytime.
son. Some are just now really startThere's nothing li.ke starting the
Last year's runner-up in the WSOBP season on top, and that's exactly
ing to get their legs back up under
t9ok 48th in this years tourney. This what the Murray State track and
them. Just the opportunity to get
ma~es for the magic of an NCAA tournaout and evaluate people. and for the
field team is doing this year.
ment in which any team can beat another
team to have the opportunity to
The Racers will return two of the
.,,.at-•ny time.
travel and really get the feeling of
thret: athletes who received confer. • . :.,.ccording to Reilly, a good team will hit ence honors last year, and said they
being in season is important. It is
. approximately 70 percent of their shots have high hopes for even bigger
kind of tough being in a sport from
• . anq sometimes this number can go even achit:vements this season.
August up to this point and not hav·
, . higher if a team is on a hot streak.
ing bad an opportunity to get out
Bloomington, Ind., is the first
This isn't a Shaq vs. Kobe fmals, it's stop for the team, as it heads to
and compete.''
. ~mashing Time and Getcha Popcorn Indiana University to participate in
The Gladstein Invitational is the
Ready squaring off. These are regular peo- the Gladstein Invitational this
second of six meets the Racers will
ple who are good at throwing ping-pong weekend.
participate in as part of their indoor
•balls. Their names are crazy and their
track season. The athletes may
The women participated in their
• · skills unorthodox, but it makes for a lot of first event of the season on Dec. 5 at
compete in seven meets if they
• fuo.
qualify for the NCAA Indoor
the Saluld Fast Start in Carbondale,
· - Beer pong may not be the future of Ill. The distance runners did not
Championships, held March 13-14 at
•• sports but it could very well be the new run in that event, but it was a good
the University of Texas A&M.
. average man's game.
According to Chavis, team memopportunity for the sprinters and
bers started cutting back on general
field athletes to gauge their trainconditioning workouts, focusing
ing.
much more on the events they are
Ht"ad Coach Dereck Chavis said
participating in.
the team will use the upcoming
"We are much more event specifmeet to evaluate progress thus far.
ic now as opposed to earlier in the
Tim MacAllister can be reached
"Our expectationS right now are
year," Chavis said. "We were just
• tilpotby.macallister@murraystate.edu.
to just see where people are at,"
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Left Sophomore
sprinter Audris
Williams works on
her squats In the
weic)ht room Tuesday.

Track and
I
field kicks
off spring
season
I

RIQht: Senior sprint·
er Olivia Joseph
trains at the stadium. Joseph will look
to lead the Racers
as they head to Indiana University.

I

I
I
I

working on general conditioning
because everyone comes in at different fitness levels; however, now
we are trying to get them attuned to
all the things they are going to be
asked to do in each meet. Basically
we need to evaluate and see if our
training is on track and see if our
kids are on the way to setting some
personal goals."
The Racers have several top athletes on the roster including sophomore sprinter Audris Williams, distance runners, senior Alaina Zanin,
sophomore Katelyn Jones and
junior Taylor Crawford, along with
junior high-jumper Josha Rogers,
and senior long-jumper/sprinter
Olivia Joseph.
Coach Chavis said he is looking
for a balance of leadership from
Zanin with help from the younger
Williams and Jones, who both bad
impressive freshman seasons. Jones
took home the honor of OVC Freshman of the Year in Indoor Track.
Williams returns to the team after
last season when she won the lOOm
dash with a time of 12 minutes, 37
seconds at the SEMO Invitational.

"Audris is one of the best athletes
that I have ever bad the chance to
coach," Chavis said. "Audris really
didn't run her flfSt full year of track
until her senior year of high school.
so she is a very good talent, but she
is very raw. She is deftnitely going
to have some pretty strong performances this year."
The distance trio of Zanin, Crawford and Jones was awarded with
all-OVC honors this past season in
cross country.
Zanin is one of the leaders, not
only for the distance runners. but
for the entire program and Coach
Chavis said he thinks she will have
a very strong season once again.
"Alaina is a senior this year, and
she has just been a great corner·
stone to our program," Chavis said.
"She was my first distance recruit
and we could not have started out
our distance program with a better
person both as an athlete and as a
student. She's tough and very competitive and she has gotten stronger
over the past couple of years."
Ricky Martin can be reached at
richard.martin@murraystate.edu.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Oiuguid Drive • Murray
270-753-8556
TOO 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a .m. - noon
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
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Each week, The News
picks some of the top
plays In Racer athletics.
To submit a play for
consideration in Hot
Shots, contact Alison
Mugler at alison.mugler@l
murraystate.edu.

The Great
Outdo___._
or~
s-j

Northern lakes fine -:
for fishing
on

(left): Sophomore point guard lsacc Miles earned the Ohio Valley COnference
Newcomer of the Week for his contributions to the team's 1-1 weekend against
JacksonvilleState and Tennessee Tech. Miles averaged 12 points, three assists
and 2.5 rebounds for both games.
(Top): For the second straight week, senior forward Ashley Hayes was named
the Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Week. The team earned two wins
over Jacksonville State and Tennessee Tech last week, in which Hayes had a
career-high 32 points and 10 rebounds aoain.st Jacksonville State. This was
the fifth straight double-double for Hayes.
Photns hy [1,1inc KighVTht> New\
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tRacers take on Kentucky
I

•

J Greg Waddell
- Staff writer
After a crushing defeat at the hands of the
Louisville Cardinals to open tht~ season, the Murray State men's tennis team travels to Lexington,
Ky .. Saturday to play the host Kentucky Wildcats
;tt 5 p.m. in a ternatch of lac;t year's 7-0 contest.
Thl· Wildcats, ranked No. 36 nationally by the
Intercollegiate Tennis Association. will pose a
chnllcnge fur tht~ Racers, as Bruno Agostinelli,
the Nn. 4-rankcd singles player by the ITA, will
·, return for Kentucky.
Although Ik:td Coach Mel Purcell said UK is
tough, he said his team should come out and
. compdc with the Wildcats.
II(
"Tht~ m<~in thing is knowing that we're not
gunna play that competition in the OVC," Purcell
"!I said. ''If they can just stand up and play hard and
just do thl' hest they can, then we'll be OK ...
when April rolls a round."
Murray State will try to rebound from an ugly
7-0 loss to No. 45-rankcd Louisville Jan.l6 which
dropped the team to 0-3 against the Cards in the
last three years.
The l~acer's lineup, featuring four newcomers
• including Ben Clos, a transfer student from the
"·University of Louisville, proved ineffective in a
•; return to the 'Ville. falling in straight sets.
_.j_ Clos played the closest singles match of the
'• dny for the nacers, playing former teammate
.,, Simon Childs, the No. 66-ranked singles player.
~; in the first set bcforl' falling 6-4, 6-1.
.- Purcell said it was exciting to watch Clos play.
" lie played really weU doubles," Purcell said.

_.,
.u

Racer Girls
compete in
....
UDA National
College
...,
..
-::Cl1ampionship

''They lost 8-4 and they had a chance to win. He
made a lot of good returns and I was just joking
with him. He was making a few winners and
hardly anybody would clap. The year before.
they were just goin' crazy when he hit a shot. and
then if he hit a shot this year they were mad at
him."
The rest of the Racers struggled, as newcomers Renaldo Domoney, Luka Milicevic and jose
Berardo marked their debuts against the Cards,
by losing in straight sets, while returning members Mason Johnson and Jadir Scmensin lost 6-1,
6-0 and 6-1, 6-1 out of the fifth and sixth spots,
respectively.
''I think Jose. our No.4 guy, played good," Purcell said. "Overall the other guys were just kinda
overwhelmed and, like J said, this is on purpose
to schedule these tough matches early. I mean,
it's the only time they will get a chance to play
us.''
In doubles, Clos and Bernardo teamed to play
the No. 44 pair, Robert Rotaru and Alejandro Calligari, and fell 8-4, while Domoney and Milicovic
lost to Hall and S. Childs 8·2. Johnson and
Semensin also lost 8·2, completing the sweep for
the Cardinals.
Despite the poor showing over the weekend,
Purcell said ht.• hopes doubles play will prove the
team's o;trcngth.
"Our doubles was not bad, its just trying to hit
some balls," Purcell said, "It's early in the season.
A lot of those guys have been hitting a week or
two earlier ... Kentucky feels different, but the
main thing is working on the doubles ... in order
for us to be successful this year we have to put

Staff report
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The Murray State Racer Girls
participated in the Universal Dance
Associ:ltion's College National
Dance Team Competition Saturday
in Orlando, Fla.
The competition was broken up
into Division lA, Division 1 and
Open Division, with teams participating in either the dance or hiphop categories.
The women took part in the Division 1 dance competition, and competed in the semi-finals on Saturday.
The Racers just missed the cut·
off to make it into the finals, held on
Sunday.

Eyecare Specialties
308 S. 12th St., Murray
270-759-2500
• Laser vtsion surgery consultations
• Budget & designer eyewear
• Most insurance accepted
· All types of contacts

Murray State Employees
Wr: accept your insurance
for your eye exam.

l

DR. KEVIN M. ADAMS • OPTOMEfRIST

.~------'

Rick Burres/The News

Junior Ben Clos makes a shot at practice Wednesday.
The team will head to Louisville Saturday to compete.
together three good doubles teams to compete
and I think well have a good chance to at least
have a good season."

Greg Waddell c-nn be reached
gregory. waddcll@murraystace.edu.

This competition was only the
second the women have competed
in since the team originated and
.senior captain Rachel Meyer said
the' team is still trying ro get their
image to the public.
"We're still out there trying to
make a name for ourselves," Meyer
said. " It's only our second time
competing as a dance team, so I can
see us improving in the future."
Although the team does not have
one specific sponsor, Meyer said
the university and student affairs
were generous enough to support
the team financially. The team also
worked to raise mone~· by cleaning
the RSEC. working concession
stands at rodeos, hosting rebate

at

nights and selling Racer Girl Tshirts at the Murray State basketball and football games.
"Thert• art• a good number of students who don't realize Murray
State even has a dance team,"
Meyer said. "We've been better this
year about getting out into the community.''
The women are raising money to
attend camps during the summer
and to compete in next year's
National Dance Team Competition.
To support the Racer Girls, contact
Rachel
Meyer
at
rachel.meyer@murray state.edu, or
the team's advise, Ryan Anderson
at ryang.andcrson@murraystate.
edu.

Power Plant Lakes turn the fish
in
winter
Birds and retired folks know enough to
get out of Old Man Winter's path:"and
head south for the winter. Lucky anglers
are also able to follow the birds and pursue their fishing
'
'
I
passions in warmer
climates, but the
average college and
'·'
weekend anglers
'•'
are often left to
look
ahead
to
I
I
March
for
an
opportunity to get
out on the lake.
Steve
While the grain of
Miller
.
anglers go south,
Outdoor columnist
what if I told you
there is great fish·
ing to be had only a few hours or less
north of Murray? Before many of you
shout out insulting comments about Yan·
kee fishing, let me explain.
· •
It's true, most of the year the fishing on
Kentucky Lake is more fruitful ·than
northern fisheries. But, when the power
plant lakes up and down the state of Illi·
nois are running to keep homes waryil in
January and February, their warm water
discharges create a winter spa for D¥S
and crappie.
·•
These man-made lakes resemble the
reservoirs we are accustomed to here.
Most feature ditches, flats, roadbeds,
islands and ledges.
• ·
There are many of these power pfant
facilities located throughout the North
and Midwest, but two famous for great
winter fishing are Lake of Egypt in Southern Illinois and Newton Lake in Central
Illinois.
Lake of Egypt is about a l.S hour drive
from Murray and about six miles south of
Marion, Ill. Numerous fish are caught
pushing or exceeding the 10 pound mark,
an exceptional fish for this region.·The
most popular methods of winter fishing
are probin~ the hydrilla grass beds wjth a
jerkbait, jig or crankbait and looking £or
schools busting shad in the open w:uer
and throwing a spinnerbait, topwater or
lipless crankbait through the feeding ften·
zy.
Newton Lake, although a little fa'i1her
drive north, is considered one of the b'est
lakes for winter bass fishing withiri a
three-and-a-half-mile drive. Just'. ask
Denny Brauer. He has filmed many ofhis
television shows there.
•
Newton Lake has been a trophy fishery
thanks to the 18-inch minimum length
'
limit enforced since its opening.
Catches of 6- and 7-poundcrs are taken
from this 1,750-acre lake regularly, and at
least one 9-pounder is likely to be taken
each year.
The numbers are t~ere
too, and it's a great feeling when you roar
back to set the hook, not knowing whet tier
the fish is an 8-pound wallhanger o~· a
healthy 15-inch sampling of the laKes
healthy population.
·: •·
Newton Lake's bass feed on a heahhy
diet of shad year round, and you cal). tell.
These largemouths are like beach balls,
with their length and girth being freakishly disproportional.
I've heard .s tories of guys having to
release 17-inch fish weighing nearly six
pounds because it is under the lakes· l8inch minimum size limit.
'
The dominating pattern is usually flip:
ping jigs, lizards and spinnerbaits fi!!h'ed
along weedlines and shallow brushy
• J .... ,
areas.
If flsh are uncooperative, try putting' the
trolling motor on high and covering water
with fast-moving bait until you firi.d an
active pocket of fish, then slow down· and
dissect the smaller nuances with jigs' and.
plastics.
·
1 do not want to get your hopes up too
much. This is not going to be like a trip to
Florida during the winter spawning season. It is still going to be uncomfor~ably
cold and you will have to work to flnd the
producing pattern, but just wetting l! line
can do wonders to cure cabin fever. •
If Bassmaster superstar Denny Brauer
considers it a honey hole, then you know it
has good potential for both numbers and
trophies.

Steve Miller can be reached at
steven.miller@murraystate.edu.

'Does your business attract brides?
~sente your pace in tliis year's 6rida( se~tion of
rlie tfoturray State 'Jfews tolay. Syace is lfmitel.

~a(( our alvcrtisinB office today at 809-4478 to syeak to
one ~four safes rpresentatives 6ifoJ·e the con!}'etition .
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The water COGI&I;
National news and gossip that's sure
to spice up your lunch conversation
I.nfurmation and photos from
the Assodated Press
Complied by Assistant Features Editor
Charlotte Kyle
Aicon does not know his true age
.Even though Akon
has a birth certificate, he says his age
is still a mystery and he'd rather keep
it that way.
"All it's going to do
is depress me," be
told the Associated
P~css in a recent
iqtervicw. "I don't
want to know I'm
g~tting older. Then
I'll !!tart to think
about getting check-ups and insurance. I
don't want that."
Numerous reports have put his age
between 25 to 35 years old. In 2006, he
gave his age as 25. But now, he claims his
birth certificate shows he was born on
Aprill6, 1977, which would make him 3l
Some have accused Akon of trying to
Pllsh back his age, but the singer, who
was born in the United States but spent
his early life in Senegal, said he never
knew it.
"In Africa ... age 'is not important over
there," Akon said. "They don't care. People $>nly focus on it here (in America) and
in Europe."
Akon said when people ask, he just
gives him a figure that comes to mind.
"1, feel like I'm 21 right now," he says.
"And I'll be 21 for the next 10 years."
Akon went multiplatinum with his
2006 CD "Konvicted." His most recent
album, "Freedom," was released in
December.
Messina gives birth to baby boy
Country singer Jo Dee Messina and her
husband announced the birth of their first
child, a boy.
Craig
Campbell,
the
singer's
spokesman, said Noah Roger Deffenbattgh was born Monday afternoon at a
NashviUe-area hospital. He weighed 6
pounds, l5 ounces.
Messina, 38, and Chris Deffenbaugh
·
were married in October 2007.
Messina's hits include ''Bye, Bye" and
"Bring on the ~ain."
Cross' spouse diagnosed with cancer
A . ~epresentative
for . :t-1arcia Cross
.'>aid:tbe husband of
the· . · "Desperate
HouSewives" star,
stockbroker Tom
M:1honcy,
was
recently diagnosed
with cancer and is
responding well to
treatment.
Publicist Heidi
Marcia
Slan Uidn't provide
further details TuesCross
day.
Cross and Mahoney were married in
June 2006. They have 23-month-old twin
daughters, Eden and Savannah.
The 46-year-old Cross portrays Bree
on the ABC s~ow.
Dillon pleads not guJlty on charge
Matt Dillon pleaded not guilty
Wednesday to a Dec. 30 speeding charge
in which police say they spotted the actor
doing 106 miles per hour on a California
interstate highway.
: Dillon's lawyer. Mark Kaplan. entered
the plea on behalf of his 44-year-old
client. Kaplan said there is no reason for
Dillon to attend the arraignment, and he
lioped to resolve the case without going
(o trial.
"He lives in New York," Kaplan said
after the hearing. wAs you can see from
today's proceedings it's a 2-minute deal,
so it's really not worth the trip for him to
come up here when 1 can take care of it."
Because Dillon was allegedly traveling
mort- than 30 mph past the posted 65-mph
speed limit on the interstate, he was
charged with criminal negligent operat}on: The charge is a misdemeanor carryihg a maximum sentence of a year in jail
<lnd <l $1,000 fine.
· Dillon, wnose screen credits include
•·cra~b" and "There's Something About
Mary," told police he was rushing to meet
afriend in the town of Barton.
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Kevin Bogard, sophomore from Brentwood, Tenn., and logan Smith, senior from Smithland. Ky., spend an afternoon slacklinino. Slacklinlno Is an activity that uses tubular nylon
webbing positioned between two objects.

Slacklining gains popularity on campus
Laura Cash
Staff writer
Slacklining; it looks like a term used to reference an old man's sweatpants,
or m,aybe even a term in fiShing jargon. The relatively new term, however.
references a growing trend among rock climbers.
The activity uses a l-inch tubular nylon webbing positioned between two
objects, like trees, with carabineers or ratchets.
Logan Smith, senior from Smithland, Ky., and a slackliner, said these items
keep the line tight and are used to obtain tension.
Smith said he learned about the activity while working as a camp counselor for a camp outside of Colorado Springs, Colo., during the summer of
2006.
"The camp was very outdoorsy and had slacklining set up for the kids,''
Smith said.
Of course, it was meant for the campers, but the counselors had to learn
the ropes on the new activity. Thus, Smith picked up slacklining.
H(~ said he loves rock climbing and slacklining complements the activity.
"It works on balance," Smith said.
Ke-vin Bogard, sophomore from Brentwood, Tenn., said he discovered
slacklining the same way Smith did - through rock climbing.
"It looked fun and super-hard," Bogard said. "The challenge was fun."
Ht' has slacklined for the last one-and-a-half years. Bogard said one its
bene fits is a great workout.
"It keeps you in good shape," he said. "It works the core.''

Another benefit is the attention required to walk across the line.
"It's like meditation, and I practice meditation," Bogard said.
He said slacklining originated from chain links and posts, not tightrope
walking. Much like the nylon webbing used today, the chain links provided
some flexibility, unlike rope.
"It's definitely not a circus thing," Bogard said about the similarities
between slacklining and tightrope walking.
Both Bogard and Smith said they do get some strange looks from people
when they slackline, probably because they typically set up a line in the
Quad when the weather gets warmer.
"I've had several people asking about it and wanting to try the activity.''
Bogard said.
Bogard said he carries the nylon tubular in his backpack and sets it up any
time he has a few minutes to slackline.
Smith said professionals slackline between buildings, especially towers.
During these times, they reach as high as 1.000 feet above the ground.
While he would love to do this, Bogard said for now he has only strung the
line high in trees.
When they string in the Quad, they are typically not more than four feet
off the ground, Smith said.
There is no official slacklining club at Murray State, but Smith, Bogard
and several other Murray State students participate in the growing activity.
Both invited anyone to join them when they're slacklining on campus.
Said Smith: "You just have to know someone on campus with a line."
Laura Cash can be reached d.t laura.cash@murraystate.edu.

Curris Center offers free 'Tinseltown Tuesdays' movie showings ,
l

Charlotte Kyle

movies of all time." She said she was excited to
hear more movies would play.
:
"Murray's' a very small town and there's not I
much to do during the week," Schwartz said. l
"This gives you a chance to get together with ·
your friends."
Fisher said toward the end of the year the :
movies will be more lighthearted, and movicgo- ;
ers might notice a trend throughout the semester. 1
"We wanted to do themes;• Fisher said. "For
Groundhog Day we have 'Groundhog Day' and :
for Valentine's Day we have 'When Harry Met :
Sally.'"
;
Fries also promised "fun prizes" will be given I
away each week, and said he hopes to serve popcorn and refreshments.
Movies are shown at 7 p.m. Tuesdays in the ,
Curris Center Theater. Admission is free. For •
additional information or updates. check out the
Facebook group ''Tinseltown Tuesdays."
:
Charlotte Kyle can be reached at '
charlotte.kyle@murraystate.edu.

Assistant Features Editor
In 1984, "Ghostbusters" hit theaters, becoming
an instant hit. A year later, "Back to the Future"
played on the big screen.
David Fries, graduate student from Crestwood,
Ky., was too young to know who to call, and
missed out on Marty McFly's adventure.
Now, thanks to Tinseltown Tuesdays, these
movies and several more can be viewed for free
on the big screen in the Curris Center Theater.
Fries and Douglas Fisher, graduate student from
Portageville, Mo., found themselves in charge of
Tinseltown Tuesdays after someone from their
church passed the duties onto the self-described
"movie buffs."
The duo's first act was to choose the fllms for
the semester's schedule.
"We wanted to pick the best movies we could,
ones that would bring out the most people, so we
made a list," Fisher said.
Fries said the list included 50 to 60 movies, and
there were many things to consider, including
language.
"We started thls through our church, so we
didn't want anything too crude," Fries said.
FiRher said it was difficult to fmd the right
selections that appealed to wide audiences. One
movie he said be had to include was "The Big
Lebowski.''
"That's a movie that's becoming a cult classic
for a lot of college students,'' Fisher said. "It has
probably the worst language out of the movies
we picked, but the characters are rich and it has
a good plot 'The Big Lebowski' changed my life."
The first week, the two showed 2006's "Facing
the Giants." With very little promotion leading
up to the event, Fries said the crowd was small.
'The people who were here were really excited, though,'' Fries said. "It was loud. There were
about five people but it felt like 100."
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The moviegoers wait patiently for 'The Shawshank
Redemption' to begin.
A bigger audience turned up Tuesday for
1994's "Shawshank Redemption."
Amanda Roper, freshman from Big Sandy,
Texas, said she decided to attend the event on a
friend's recommendation and recognized the
benefits for international students.
"It gives them a good opportunity to see American movies without spending a lot of money."
Roper said.
Lauren Schwartz, junior from Louisville, Ky.,
said she came to watch "The Shawshank
Redemption" because "it's one of the greatest
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3D elements help rescue predictable horror f1 m Stilettos ·.::
•

•
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Mov1e Review- - - - - - - -- - - - - --

Equestrian flavors add spi~e
to college wardrobe

Staff writer Cody Arant writes the
move reviews.
Dear pirates: please keep stealing
movies like crazy off the Internet.
Due to your rampant violation of
copyrigh t laws, movie studios are
seeking new ways to pack theaters.
The most prevalent gimmick these
days is the inclusion 3D movies.
Accardi ng to an article on
CNET.com, movie studio DreamWorks has decided to make all of
its films for 2009 3D ready. T he
same article mentions the prevalence of 3D technology at this
year 's Consumer Electronics Show,
the trade show that rolls out all the
big home entertainment tech initiatives for the year. There is an
industry-wide push for the prolifer·
ation of 3D.
The success of all of this may
hinge on the box office fate of a single film - "My Bloody Valentine
3D."
As far as saviors go, MBV is an
u nlikely one. The entire film industry shouldn't be so concerned with
the fate of a single, gimmicky,
r emade slasher-flick released in
early January. However, the release
from indie studio Lionsgate is the
first 3D movie to come out this
year. The rest of the industry is
watching it to test the waters in the
3D market.
·In the movie, a small mining
community is rocked by tragedy on
Valentine's Day when a mint>
explosion claims the Jives of five
miners. A sixth miner survives but
is found in a coma. An investigation
reveals that the sixth miner. Harry
Warden (Rich Walters), murdered
the other five in order to conserve
his oxygen. A year later, he wakes
up in the hospital and goes on a
pickaxe-wielding killing spree
ranging across town. For some
inexplicable reason, Warden chops
out his victims' hearts and leaves
Valentine's related messages at the .
murder scenes. All of that stuff I
just said? That all happens during
the opening credits.
Cut to 10 years later. Tom Hanniger (Jensen Ackles, TV's "Supernatural"), who survived an attack
by Warden, has left town ·for the ·
past decade. His •family owns the
mine, and with the death of his

Even though I'm a
college student, ram
not someone to ·fin·d
poor fashion ethics
acceptable.
The winter season
should promote · less
sweat pants and mor'e
put-together ensem- ·
bles. Here are someeasy
equestrianinspired
fashion
ideas to follow that
create a savvy, smart look.
Boots are made for walldn', baby
This season, tall boots arc useful for
more than walking and riding a horse. For
me, four pairs of tall black and brown
bQots grace my closet shelves. Boots arc 'a '
formal and classy addition to semi-long
dresses. I also wear boots over cordur.oy
pants.
Winter is a time I pull out my highwater jeans I couldn't get away with
wearing last summer. So, I pair the ankle- •
length jeans with knee-high boots. At the
moment, I'm not a fan of Uggs. The "Ugg '
look" recently made its voyage back to ·
Australia. Yes, I enjoyed "Au!>tralia"- the
movie - but I don't particularly enjoy
oversized, sheep-lined boots unless they
involve keeping me extremely warm.

Photo court.--sy of shocktillyoudrop.com

TomHannlger (Jensen Ackles) returns to his hometown to sell his family's mine and clear his name In a murder case. As the body
count rises, so does Hannlger's desperation to prove himself innocent.
father, Hanniger returns to town to
sell the mine off. His former flame,
Sarah (Jamie King, "Sin City"), has
hooked up with former-jerkturned-sheriff-turned-jerk Axel
(Kerr Smith, TV's "Dawson's
Creek"). With Hanniger's return
come more murders committed by
a fellow who sure looks an awful lot
like Warden in hL'> creepy miner's
suit. As the body count rises, so
does Hanniger's desperation to
prove himself innocent.
This movie is, for lack of a better
word, goregasmic. The movie doesn't focus on little petty things like
characterization or plot, or even
coherence. No. this movie spends
its energy on sheer psychopathic
slaying. Eyes are impaled, heads cut
in half at the jaw line and hearts are
ripped out. Combining cutting edge
special effects with 3D elements,
this movie will make you feel splat·
tered by various body fluids and
viscera.
The movie's every shot is influenced by its format. The movie was
designed with 3D in mind. This
includes pandering to the format,
with shots serving no function

other than touting the capabilities
of Dolby's "True 3D" technology.
This can lead to cluttered 2D shots
with various set dressing draped
around the edges of the screen for
that eye-popping effect.
However, don't let your preconceived notions of 3D turn you off to
the movie. Not everything is jump·
ing off the screen at you. The movie
isn't a film version of a pop-up
book. Sometimes, the shots arc
more about going deeper into the
screen than coming out of the
screen.
The movie is still a decent slasher flick, even without the gimmick.
There is enough plot to engage psychological thrill seekers and
en~ugh gore to keep even a hyper·
active 13-year-old from getting
bored.
The most memorable part of the
movie, though, is the slasher. The
entire slasher-flick genre hinges on
a frightening and memorable
"Boogeyman." The Miner delivers.
Between his creepy mask, his inhu- man, methodical approach to
killing and the creepy. Darth
Vader•csque sound of his breath-

ing, the Miner will haunt your
nightmares for years.
All in all. "My Bloody Valentine
3D'' is a fun, exciting rampage that
will assault you with a barrage of
violent imagery in three dimen·
sions. Whal more could you ask
for?
"My Bloody Valentine 3D" has a
runtime of 101 minutes and is rated
R for graphic brutal horror violence
and grisly images throughout. some
strong sexuality, graphic nudity
and language.
Cody Arant can be reached at
cody.arant@murraystate.edu.

Blazing Blazers

· ·"

I bought two blazers - one grey tweed
and the other maroon corduroy - from'
Angel's Attic in Murray and at GoodWill
in Frankfort. Ky.
Like boots, blazers add a sophisticated
look to an plain outfit. 1 compare blazers
and boots to peanut butter and jelly; they
belong together. But I'm not recommending eating peanut butter because of lhc
salmonella outbreak. For an accurate fit.
the middle button of the blazer needs to
close completely without the sleeves
bulging at the top.

Pretty Plaid
To go under my blazer, I pull out :m
oversized plaid shirt from my closet. I
think I saw a photo, the other day, of
Katie Holmes sporting the plaid shirt
look. Her shirt was a green and blue plaii.i •
with an oversized brown belt worn ·
around the waist. Again, consult consign: '
ment stores or your boyfriend's closet: ·
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu.

Zero tickets: Save your cash
One ticket: Only if you're bored
Two tickets: Rent it on Netflix
Three tick:ets: Head to the box
office
Four tickets: A future classic

.
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A day and

Jess Nall

a life of:

Living with learning disorders has transformed Meredith Perkins' life.
"It changed me," Perkins,
sophomore
from
Hopkinsville, Ky., said. "My experience in elementary school
broke me down, but in the
end. it made me a more compassionate person and I am
grateful for that."
Perkins was diagnosed with
learning disorders that affected her math skills when she
was in kindergarten.
"Some educators wouldn't

Meredith Perkins,
Special Education
•
ma)or
Every other week The News will
feature a profile of a Murray State
student from a unique major.

Staff writer

help me," Perkins said. "They
chose to teach who they wanted to teach and there wasn't a
lot of accoun tability when I
was in schooJ.
Despite her negative. experiences in elementary school,
Perkins decided to use it as a
catalyst for her career.
After participating in peer
tutoring in h igh school,
Perkins decided helping children with disabilities was
what she \'ltanted to do with
the rest of her life.
Perkins said special education classes focus on the many
types of disorders children
might have in real life.

"I want to make it so that
no child will have to go
through what l had to go
through to get a free education and I just love helping
people in general," Perkins
said.
Perkins said for years she
let her disabilities define her.
but she realizes now disabilities do not define a person.
Said Perkins: "We have to
learn how to deal with chil·
dren who are living in unconventional families or have
unuks.ual 'd circumstances,"
Photo by l.lurl'n Bell/The Ne~~j
Pcr ms sa1 .
.·
Jess Nail can be reached at Meredith Perkins. sophomore fromHopkinsville, Ky., majors in •
jessica.nall@murraystate.edu. special education. She tutors and reads to different students. · •
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Need to sell your
car?
Having a yard
sale?
Have a pet that
needs to g__o to a
g~od homer
Trying to rent an
apartment?
Looking
for a
roommate?
job
Have
a
opening?
Place your classified
ad
with
The Murray State
News and reach all
of Murray_ State
either in "Friday's
~aper or online at
thenews.org
Ads may be submitted in
Wi lson Hall room 111 ,
mailed to Classifieds, c/o
The Murray State News,
2609 University Station,
Murray, KY 42071
or e-mailed to
thenews@murraystate.edu
For more information
call 809-4478.
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Students revitalize 50s-style musical, form new friendships
Laura Cash
Staff writer
Campus Lights is shapin' up again for anoth·
er electrifying performance. The longest running student production in the South is gearing
up "with new piston plugs and shocks" for this
year'.; production of "Grease."
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonin and Sigma Alpha Iota
host" the show. Although the production's back·
ground is rich within the two organizations.
~onrnembers arc welcome to audition and par~cipatc.
• · Corder also said this is the 72nd year for the
Campus Lights production. Because of its long
history and tradition, many students want to
"participate in the show.
· ·This was the case with Samantha Walters,
senior from Paducah, Ky.
"I really wanted to be a part of it because of
the tradition," Walters said.
Waters, who is participating in her third
Campus Lights production landed the lead role
o f Sandy Olsson. a wholesome Aussie who
finds summer romancl' with Danny Zuko.
, '"Grease' has ;llways been one of my favorite
s hows," Walters said. "(While participating in
Campus Lights) you make amazing friendships
because you spend a lot of time together. You
throw together the show in a short time. You
have long rehearsals but time flies."
Auditions were held last semester but

rehearsals did not begin until Jan. 4. Rehearsals
during the first week often ran for iO hours.
"It's a huge sacrifice because it starts the
week after New Year's," Walters said.
Caleb Campbell, junior from Gideon, Mo.,
plays Danny Zuko, Sandy's love interest.
Campbell said he's always wanted to participate in a musical p rogram.
"I went to 'Fame' freshman year, liked it and
tried out the next year," Campbell said.
He said his character in last yeat's production was easier because he didn't sing or dance.
"(This year) it's a lot harder, but more gratifying," Campbell said.
He also said forming friendships is a benefit
of participating in Campus Lights.
"It's like I've known them for years," Campbell said.
He said "Grease" is mostly associated with
the film, which makes it great for audience participation. Campbell said the audience should
come in the mood to have fun and are encouraged to clap and sing along.
"Grease" performances arc at 7:30 p.m. Friday and Saturday and 2:30 p.m. on Sunday in
Lovett Auditorium. Tickets are $10 for adults
and $7 for students. Themed nights arc Friday
for student organizations and Sunday for area
schools. Tickets for participants in the theme
nights are $5.
Laura
Cash can
be reached at
laura.('ash@murraystate.edu.

The Pink Ladies gather around new student Sandy Olsson as sheshares the details of her summer romance. The
Campus Lights' production of 'Grease' runs Friday through Sunday in Lovett Auditorium.

First lady premiers a~ 'sign of hope' in one-shoulder inauguration gown, donates dress to Smithsonian
Associated Press
WASHINGTON
Michelle
Qbama mixed wardrobe choices on
her first day as first lady, showing
she is indeed a modern scyle icon
embracing new designers, retail
:-;tandbys, high fashion and mass
market.
Her white, one-shouldered gown,
covered in fabric petals and dotted
with beads, worn to the rounds of
balls Tuesday night was made by 26year-old Jason Wu, a rising star in
the fashion world. but otherwise
unknown.
"Her support means so much to
designers who can't afford to adver·
tise," said Nicole Phelps, executive
editor at Style.com.
Photo courlf..w,y oi nytirnes.cnm
The fitted bodice and gatheredFirst lady Michelle Obama wears a white, one-shouldered ball gown Tuesday night as
skirt was a departure for Obama,
who has made sleek sheaths her sig- .. she dances with her husband, President Barack Obama
wanted to convey all that in a dress,"
nature silhouette. She also has
come to expect from Obama.
shown a fondnt!ss for jewel tones.
But thl! ball gown, worn with red·
Wu said. "I wanted it to look like a
carpet-worthy dangling diamond
sign of hope."
The Isabel Tolcdo lemongrassearrings by Loree Rodkin, still felt
Hamish Bowles, Vogue magazinc~-;
yellow ensemble she wore to the
inaugural ceremony and parade was
fresh and different.
European editor-at-large, who curatmore similar to what the public has
ed the Metropolitan Museum Cos"It's soft, feminine but powerful; I
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tume Institute exhibit (,m Jackie
Kennedy in 2001, called the gown
"supreme modern elegance. A pitch·
perfect choice: appropriately formal
but romantic and imaginative:·
Clearly, President Barack Obama
npproved.
"'First of all. how good-looking is
my wife?" he asked a cheering crowd
just before their first dance at the
Neighborhood Ball at Washington's
Convention Center.
The gown's slight train swirled
pleasingly and the new first lady's
shoulder-sweeping earrings picked
up the gown's sparkle.
It caused a stir on the Web. as
devoted fans debated whether it best
suited Obama's fi~-,rure - and their
high expectations.
Regardless, the gown will rest in
the Smithsonian. ;~ccordin~ to tradition, the tir:-;t lady's spokeswoman
said. It is noted that fellow first
ladies Jackie Kennedy and Nancy
Reagan also wore white inaugural
gowns.
Long loved for her willingness to
confidently mix high and mass fash·

ion, Michelle Obama didn't disappoint in acccssorizing her day look:
green gloves by J. Crew and green
patent leatht'r pumps by Jimmy
Choo.
"What's so powerful about
Michelle Obama is we all sec ourselves in her," red-carpet and magazine stylist Mli(Y Alice Stephenson
said. "She's a modern woman who is
fashionable and even flamboyant in
her style and she is still taken scri·
ously."
Toledo also said she wanted her
out lit to convey optimism.
"I didn't want a traditional blue or
red," Toledo said. "That color has
sunshine in it, l fell in love with it. So
did she."
Whether or not everyone loved
the looks. the message clearly came
through.
Said fashion designer Kai Milia,
wife of Stevie Wonder and an invit·
ed guest to the swcaring-in ceremony: "What I recognized more than
anything from our new first lady and
Hillary CRodllam Clinton) and everyone else is that everyone was fresh.''

